This paper proposes hybrid monitoring of lower level actions for dependable (mobile) control systems including closed-loop control. We address a special class of hybrid dynamical systems, called switched systems. Here, the notion of switching is used to describe the state change when reaching a given bound or due to an external action that may be performed by a human operator. The approach is based on the consideration of both discrete and continuous aspects within a single unified framework by combining Petri-net and numerical filter theory. The model uses a specification of the desired system behaviour during the system design in order to deliver an on-line estimation of the current system state. The main goal of this approach is to get a generic formal method to create monitors for hybrid systems using the behavioural specification and a special class of mixed numerical and symbolic Petri-Net. To show the feasibility of the approach we apply it in the mobile robot area to an intelligent wheelchair. Such system can be best represented by hybrid models and presents a number of interesting new challenges for monitoring and diagnostic methodologies, which could be easily generalized to any autonomous mobile robot.
INTRODUCTION
Computer-based systems such as control systems for automobile, aircraft, medical and intelligent mobile robots, are widely used in complex and safety critical applications which demand safe operation, high performance and very high dependability. All of these requirements have made system monitoring an inevitable component of system operations. Such safety critical systems are best described as hybrid systems because of interacting continuous-time dynamics and discrete-event dynamics. In the recent years, growing efforts have been made for diagnosing complex dynamical systems with hybrid (discrete/continuous) behaviours induced by the dynamics of the system and by external actions that may be performed by a human operator. The most current approaches used to deal with hybrid monitoring and fault diagnosis are represented as hybrid state estimation and they are based on the idea of predicting the outcomes of the system's actions by using some sort of predictive model and comparing the predicted outcomes with the observed ones. Some of these methods use a multi-model filtering such as a bank of kalman-filter (Veeraraghavan and Papanikolopoulos 2004) or a multi-model particle filtering (Funiak and Williams 2003) . These methods track multiple hybrid estimates over time, but require many filters as much as the number of possible modes of the system. Other approaches are based on the use of automata (Hofbaur and Williams 2002) or on Bayesian nets (McIlraith 2000) linked to some numerical evolution models. Hybrid monitoring based on Petri-nets has been developed, for example, in Koutsoukos et al. (1998) where a timed Petri-net was used to model temporal discreteevent behaviour of (hybrid) systems. However, this kind of behaviour prediction does not really consider the hybrid system's nature consisting of a combination of discrete-event and continuous state evolution. The only existing hybrid estimation approach based on hybrid Petri-net and particle filter was used for the analysis of flight procedures and deals with situation monitoring (Lesire and Tessier 2005) . The work focuses on the decisional autonomy and the monitoring of the high level actions i.e. producing a task plan and supervising its execution. However this kind of monitoring is not realtime critical and is based on qualitative properties and does not involve any continuous measure. The novelties of our work are (i) the use of an extended form of Petri-net and particle filter for the on-line monitoring of the lower levels of a system, which includes all the basic behaviours and the control loops (obstacle avoidance, motion control, etc.) (ii) the formulation of such a monitoring in a behavioural framework, where the behaviour of a system is considered as the main object of study (iii) the use of the behavioural specification of the system to determine if it behaves as desired. For the demonstration of the developed specification-based monitoring approach we apply it to an intelligent wheelchair, which has to reach specific goal points in an indoor environment.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In order to monitor any dynamical system, in the meaning of comparing its expected behaviour, given by a model, with its actual behaviour, known through on-line observations, we need first to understand the behaviour of the system and to model, in a sufficiently abstract way, its interactions, which can be both discrete and continuous. Our problem formulation for monitoring is stated in a probabilistic behavioural framework using some basic definitions from Willems' behavioural systems theory, Petri-net theory and the Bayesian framework:
Definition: (Willems 1991 Here the problem of hybrid monitoring is represented as hybrid tracking and state estimation. We assume that S Σ is realizable by a Petri-net and using c Spe ′ and the particle filter theory we develop a monitor monitor Σ , which captures, in a single formalism, the discrete changes with the continuous changes.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 3 the hybrid monitoring problem is stated in the behavioural framework and a generic monitor based on system specification is presented. In section 4 we apply the method on the mobile robotic area to an Intelligent Wheelchair in order to monitor its position and orientation change. Behavioural descriptions of each monitor and experimental results are presented. Some concluding remarks are offered in the final section.
MONITORING IN A BEHAVIOURAL FRAMEWORK

Behaviours and Petri-net
This section aims at introducing the monitor model through the behavioural formalism of system theory by describing it as a state-space dynamical system. In the context of such an input/state/output system-representation, the behaviour of the dynamical system ) , , , (
is specified by behavioural equations. These are often differential or difference equations (Willems 1991 & Moor et al. 1998 consisting of a transition function
that maps current states and inputs unto next states in the sense that S B will be described in the discrete time domain (by sampling with a constant sampling period) by the following behavioural equations:
U u ∈ and c n c x ℜ ∈ stand for the input signal and the continuous state respectively. The structure of the proposed hybrid monitor model monit Σ is composed of a discrete model (Petri-net) and a continuous model (particle filter) that are in interaction. As depicted in Fig. 1 where 
where k fired T , is the firing vectors at time k (Fig. 1) x is estimated using the particle filter (see Section 3.2). The evolution of the discrete state d x is given by:
, σ is the discrete input of the system, c x is the continuous state and δ is the function specifying the possible events.
Particle filter for the tracking of continuous states
The problem of tracking the continuous state of the system is formulated in terms of estimating the posterior probability density over the state space of the dynamic system s Σ using a particle filter. The key idea of this technique is to represent probability densities by sets of samples known as particles with associated weights, that simulate the probabilistic model of the system. Detailed description of particle filtering methods for estimation of dynamical systems can be found in Arulampalam (2002) . Using (1) we specify the time discrete evolution of the continuous state 
and k ν is the process noise. This step is called prediction step and computes the next state estimate from the current state. A correction step compares the actual observation with the prediction and corrects the predicted state using the observation model:
where k z is the observation at time k and k η is the observation noise. The results of the correction step are respectively a probability distribution DN P (as weighted particles) over the numerical state vector and a probability distribution DS P over the symbolic state vector (Zouaghi et al. 2010 ).
Monitoring using embedded behavioural specification
Given is a system s Σ and a subset of its specification Spec denoted by c Spe ′ , which is comprised of the essential elements for the state-estimation based monitoring listed below such as the specification of the behaviour Spec S B , described by behavioural equations, a specification of uncertainty in the model (as a noise) and in the variable given by ε as the maximal allowed deviation from a reference value, etc. We can construct a monitor monit Σ as a Petri-net model corresponding to the behavioural description file depicted in Fig. 2 . This behavioural description contains both the specification c Spe ′ and some necessary building elements for the monitor monit Σ like the number of the particles θ and their initial values 0 x′ , which can be defined a priori or generated with a random number generator. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt from the general template of the behavioural description file, which can be used for different systems by making a few small changes. This Behavioural file has the following structure: 
The symbolic states "SYM" represent the operation modes of the system (i.e. ON or OFF) or the environment states (i.e. areas where a vehicle navigates) 4. A list of all transitions numerical and symbolic, which represent the events occurring in the system. The input conditions associated to the numerical transitions can be simple conditions, which use comparative operators, including "<", ">", ">=", "<=" or "=" or combined with the logical operators "AND" or "OR". In case of a reference trajectory we use other kind of conditions 
MONITORING OF AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS
To show the feasibility of the approach we apply it to two different kinds of monitors on an Intelligent Wheelchair (IWC) as a special type of autonomous mobile robot. The model for the orientation monitoring uses a purely numerical Petri-net, while the model for the position monitoring is a numerical-symbolic Petri-net.
Wheelchair system description
The intelligent wheelchair (IWC) depicted in Fig. 6 is a conventional powered wheelchair with two motorized rear wheels and castors in front. It can move forward and backward, drive straight and turn left or right. It is equipped with different sensors: ultrasonic sensors arranged around the wheelchair providing collision avoidance functionality, incremental encoders on the wheel axes for the odometry and a gyro measuring the angular rate of the wheelchair orientation. The wheelchair's behaviour is produced using a nested control architecture (Badreddin 1989) , which decomposes the system into behavioural-subsystems in a nested manner. In this paper we present only the monitor of the position-control level, which implements the controller for position and orientation and drives the robot along the desired trajectory. Fig. 3 . The wheelchair system
Kinematics Model of the Wheelchair
The wheelchair's pose at time k represents its state and is described by the vector 
where
is the control input, s ∆ and φ ∆ are the displacement and the rotation of the wheelchair respectively during the same sample interval and k v is a noise assumed to be zero mean Gaussian with covariance k Q modelling the position uncertainty of the wheelchair.
Experiment and simulation results a) Orientation monitoring
The IWC has to reach specific goal points in an indoor area. In order to make it drive a given path, a sub-goals trace has to be defined offline. The definition of such bypass-points will not be necessary if a path planner is available because it delivers on-line the sub-goals lying on the path. We suppose that no collision avoidance behaviour is available therefore safe trajectories are a-priori planned. A trajectory is then a combination of rotation und straight drive which can be predicted by monitoring the orientation change of the wheelchair based on the behavioural model of this level. The behaviour of the Wheelchair can be specified i.e. in the simple case with three states: " driving straight", "Turn left" and "Turn right" (Fig. 4) . We consider here only the forward motion. Fig. 5 . It contains only a numerical part, which uses the particle filter to estimate the current wheelchair state (orientation) and to describe how the wheelchair will actually behave. In order to bypass and to avoid obstacles we defined for the first part of the problem particular points called bypass points, which are described in a database and known only for the system. Now we introduce for the position monitoring a new kind of via-points, called Waypoints and which are surrounded by areas. The idea is as follows: the operator specifies offline the reference trajectory as a sequence of waypoints (WP) from a start point to an end point i.e. ε and y ε from the specification, the waypoints will be expanded automatically to waypoint-areas (9) to take into account the location uncertainty of the Wheelchair. The wheelchair needn't go exactly through the ith waypoint ) , (
, which represents the middle point of the i-th area but it suffices to enter his correct area and to begin to adjust its orientation to the next sub-goal. The areas are defined as follows:
.
The Petri-net model is extended to a symbolic part (Fig. 6 ) consisting of symbolic places, which represent the waypointareas. The events on the symbolic transitions update the symbolic marking of the Petri-net and indicate when navigating in an area and when going towards the next area. Fig. 6 . The Petri-net model for the position monitoring
The numerical part of the Petri-net net tracks the position change of the wheelchair, which is modelled into the numerical states "reached" and "not reached" meaning an area is entered or not. On the numerical transitions are the intervals defined, indicating when the waypoint must be reached. The behavioural description file of the position monitor is depicted in Fig.7 . The model contains a numerical Fig. 7 . Behavioural description file for position monitoring part, which uses the particle filter to estimate the wheelchair position and a symbolic part, which indicates the current navigation area. The results of the estimation process are shown in Fig. 8 . We can notice that the predicted behaviour (red trajectory) fits well with the observed one (blue trajectory). The estimation of the orientation change corresponding to this trajectory is shown in Fig. 9 . The red points represent the observations every second and the blue crosses are the particles, representing the estimate of the orientation change.
Negative values correspond to a right turn and positive values imply a left turn. The probabilities of the states are shown in the same plot (right axis). As shown the estimation smoothly fits the observations and corresponds to the correct discrete state (Driving straight, left turn or right turn). The dashed red circles show that also when two states take place successively in a short time the monitor is still able to detect the intermediate state i.e. a right turn (pink line) then a left turn (black line) with "Driving straight" (green line) as an intermediate state (7). If the real deviation of S Σ is larger than specified then this leads to violation of the specification as shown in Fig. 10 . The monitor is still able to track correctly Fig. 9 . Estimation results considering the specified deviation. Fig. 10 . Results by system deviation larger than specified. the system state but with a higher probability for estimating wrong states (dashed circles).
CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the hybrid monitoring approach for mobile robots based on Particle Petri-net in a behavioural framework. The approach enables (i) the modelling of the system's intended behaviour, which have to be specified correctly considering uncertainty and interactions between continuous and discrete dynamics (ii) the development of a generic description of monit Σ from the behavioural specification of the system, which can decreases the effort to create a monitor during the system design.
